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Abstract
Human behavior is manly addressed by emotions. One of the most accepted models that represent emotions is known as the

circumplex model. This model organizes emotions into points on a bidimensional plane: valence and arousal. Despite the

importance of the emotion recognition, there are limited initiatives that seek to classify emotions easily in an uncontrolled

environment. In this work, we present the architecture and the design of an extensible software which allows recognizing

and classifying emotions by using a low-cost EEG. The proposed software implements an emotion classifier although a

support vector machines (SVM) are boosted with an autonomous bio-inspired approach. The contribution was experi-

mentally evaluated by taking a set of well-known validated EEG Databases for Emotion Recognition. Computational

experiments show promising results. Using our proposal for EEG emotion classification, we reach an accuracy close to

95%. The results obtained confirm that our approach is able to overcome to a commonly used SVM classifier and that the

proposed software can be useful in real environments.

Keywords Emotion recognition � Software architecture � Support vector machine � Autonomous bat algorithm

1 Introduction

A clear emotional influence on the learning process is

demonstrated, this positively or negatively affecting certain

processes, such as cognitive mechanisms of storage and

recovery of information, information processing, and

motivation mechanisms, among others [1–3].

Many forms of detecting emotional states exist. How-

ever, research into how emotions affect the learning pro-

cess is principally conducted through standardized

questionnaires and methods of low precision [1]. In spite of

this, the research and development of easy-to-use tools that

permit studying emotions within diverse environments is

still scarce.
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Currently, more than 150 proposed theories exist in

psychology literature that explain the how and the why

behind human emotions. In spite of this large quantity, and

in spite of the numerous emotional models that exist, they

are all constructed under five focuses: (1) dimensional, (2)

anatomical, (3) rational, (4) communicational, and (5)

evaluative [4]. Dimensional models (also called construc-

tive models) do not categorize emotions of discrete states

(sadness, happiness, etc.); rather, they identify a deter-

mined emotional state as a point in a space constructed by

central affections (i.e., positive, negative, encourage,

etc.) [5]. One of the most popular dimensional models is

the circumplex model created in 1980 by James Russell.

This model organizes emotions as point in a plane com-

posed of the dimensions ‘‘valence’’ (pleasurable or not

pleasurable) and ‘‘agitation’’ (tension, relaxation).

According to his findings, emotions are organized in a

circular form in this plane [6].

Among the forms commonly used in researching the

detection of emotions are those that utilize electroen-

cephalogram (EEG) signals [7, 8]. EEG is the measure-

ment of activation of neuronal populations involved in

various levels of processing (from sensory input to emotion

processing) by recording voltage differences or frequency

over time. The frequency analysis of the electrophysio-

logical signals allows estimating the oscillating patterns of

specific neuronal groups and their implication in cognitive

processes. However, the use of EEG signal manipulation

software is complex for non-expert users. Furthermore, this

type of analysis is usually done off-line because of the need

for noise elimination preprocessing, which can be done

manually or automatically [9].

Currently, there is a lack of software to classify emo-

tional data in a simple way. The absence of this type of

initiatives is a additional difficulty for the public without

expertise in the area, for example, educators.

In this work, we present the design and implementation

of software that allows to detect and to classify emotions

based on EEG. For that, we designed an extensible archi-

tecture to develop a software for the recognition of emo-

tions. The proposed software uses a classification model

based on an approximate technique known as bat algo-

rithm. We use an improved version of this algorithm that

allows us adjusting its search space during the run. The

main idea is to use this approximate method to optimize the

input parameters of the SVM multiclass in order to reduce

the time it takes to find a good solution. The software was

validated using three different emotion databases: DEAP,

MAHNOB HCI Tagging, and, eNTERFACE, achieving a

precision of 95%, 95%, and 97%, respectively.

The paper continues as follows. Section 2 presents the

theoretical support. In Sect. 3, we expose some relevant

works. Section 4 presents the proposed software for

emotion recognition. We present in Sect. 5 our autono-

mous approach for emotion recognition based on bat

algorithm. In Sect. 6, we present and discuss the main

results of our experiments. Finally, Sect. 7 exposes our

conclusions and future work.

2 Theoretical support

We present, in Sect. 2.1, a theoretical framework in respect

of emotions, and Sect. 2.2 presents an overview about

EEG.

2.1 Emotions

Anatomical models link emotions to certain sectors/circuits

in the brain [10]. These models are governed by biological

and brain theories [5]. On the other hand, rational models

seek to identify the functions or roles that emotions facil-

itate, and are used mainly in areas related to artificial

intelligence [5].

Models of communication are inspired by social theories

and describe emotions such as behaviors in relation to

approaching or getting away from other people or

agents [5]. The evaluative models of the emotions describe

these as a consequence of the evaluation of the context, the

situation, or the surroundings. These situations generate

behaviors that in turn configure different situations, creat-

ing a recursive cycle of feedback [5].

One of the most accepted models that represent emo-

tions is known as the circumplex model [6]. This model

organizes emotions into points on a bidimensional plane

made up of the following dimensions: ‘‘valence’’ (plea-

surable or not pleasurable) and ‘‘arousal’’ (tension, relax-

ation); in this way, emotions are organized in a circular

manner within this plane [6]. A representation of the cir-

cumplex model is shown in Fig. 1.

There are variants of the circumplex model in which

extra dimensions are added, such as domination or freedom

within a situation. However, it has been proven that this

dimension captures the consequences believed by the per-

son regarding the emotion, and not the emotion itself [11].

Emotions can cognitively affect in three ways. These are

the storage and recuperation of information, strategies of

information processing, and the limit to the attention of

resources [1].

Positive and negative emotions are conducive to

dependent learning and congruent recuperation of the

emotional state [12]. This signifies that the material to be

learned is learned in conjunction with the emotional state

that a person exhibits in that moment. Therefore, the

learned material will be remembered in the most efficient
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manner if the emotion that occurred at the moment of

storage of said material is also present [1].

Moreover, strategies of information processing are

measured by positive and negative emotions. Positive

emotions provide a mode of ‘‘holistic’’ thinking that

privileges creative manners of thinking and playing with

unusual ideas.

On the other hand, negative emotions promote a mode

of analytical, detailed, and focused thinking [1], such as

determining the resolution to an arithmetical problem in an

algorithmic manner.

Finally, the limit to the attention of resources is a very

relevant factor upon analyzing the academic success or

failure of a student, since associated emotions promote a

high or low attention to resources that an environment

provides [1].

Positive emotions promote a high attention to the

resources of an environment; however, this can become a

problem if too much irrelevant thinking is generated (i.e.,

falling in love) [7]. Conversely, negative emotions limit

the attention to resources. Attentional interpretations pos-

tulate that anxiety consumes the resources of memory in

the cerebrum and therefore limits the remaining capac-

ity [13]. This is particularly important, evolutionary

speaking, in situations of danger, such as escaping from

wild beasts or running from an enemy.

On the other hand, the effect of emotions on learning

can be categorized into two types: (1) according to their

orientation and (2) according to their experienced subjec-

tive value. The orientation of an emotion in a learning

context can be task-oriented or related to the social

context [1].

Emotions related to the task can occur at three different

times: in the execution of the task (enjoyment, boredom),

before the task (hope, anxiety), or after the task (pride,

shame). Regarding the subjective value of emotions, these

are classified as the valence and can be either positive

(related to the experience), negative, or unpleasant [1].

2.2 Electroencephalography (EEG)

EEG is a measurement of postsynaptic brain potentials

recorded by sensors on the scalp. That is, when multiple

pyramidal neurons are activated, this generates a local

current product of the excitation of the dendrites. Thus, the

amplitude of the EEG is the sum of electrical potentials of

large populations of pyramidal neurons that generate a

dipole between the soma and the dendrites [14].

The sensors are electrodes located on the surface of the

pericranium that, with the aid of a conductive gel, allow

detecting and directing the voltage to an amplifier (some-

times the amplifier is integrated into the electrodes). The

Fig. 1 Russells classification

model
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electrodes are generally positioned in accordance with the

international system 10–20, which is distributed with a

10% and 20% separation at its latitude and longitude,

respectively. In particular, the equator is defined by the

nasion (Nz corresponds to the depression between the

eyes), and the inion (Iz corresponds to the bulge of the

nape) and the right and left preauricular points. Thus, the

length is defined between Nz and Iz and latitude by the ten

separations of these. Although there are other systems (i.e.,

10–10 or radial), these should always be referenced based

on the 10–20 system. Finally, EEG systems present a

problem of ground circuit noise and this is resolved using

differential amplifiers. In other words, the difference

between reference electrodes (in mastoid or earlobe),

active electrodes, and Earth electrodes is calculated [15].

Furthermore, several other techniques exist to interpret

this measurement, one of them being the event-related

potential (ERP), which explores the voltage of temporal

segments measured reiteratively after presenting a stimulus

of interest. This technique is widely used for perceptual

study and cognitive functions such as attention, memory, or

language. In this way, a component generated by averaging

numerous trials associates a latency and polarity with a

cognitive process (i.e., P3 or N400). In effect, there are two

components that have been associated with the emotions,

the early posterior negativity located in the visual cortex

around the 200 ms established mainly by stimuli with

positive valence [16] and the late positive potential asso-

ciated with the emotional relevance of the stimulus with

appearance in the parietal zone around 300 ms [17].

Furthermore, other techniques such as event-related

oscillations (ERO) or quantitative EEG (QEEG) permit

characterizing the dynamics of frequency or voltage over

time. The frequency study of brain activation depends on

the integration of numerous sensory, perceptual, and cog-

nitive processes. Because of this, it is currently one of the

most popular techniques for studying social neuroscience.

The brain waves measured in EEG are integrated by

various oscillating subcomponents and their subsequent

breakdown, permitting the isolation of the activity of

specific neuronal populations that have been recruited for a

particular process. These are calculated from peak to peak,

are usually between 0.5 and 100 v of amplitude, and are

classified according to their frequency. Frequency bands

are classified mainly into four groups: delta (0.5–4 Hz),

theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta ([ 13 Hz), and

gamma (30–80 Hz). The methods to represent the fre-

quency activity, for example, the Fourier transform or

wavelet, perform a mathematical equivalence that allows to

determine the necessary power of each band to rebuild a

signal and only in some cases. For example, the gamma

band between 400 and 800 ms presents a physiological

equivalence [15].

2.3 Support vector machines (SVMs)

Support vector machines (SVMs) had been considered as a

set of supervised learning algorithms based on statistics

learning theory [18]. A SVM works in d-dimensional

space, where d is the number of dimensions of the feature

vector (8 in this work). This choice allows to adjust the

features to a defined kernel space, Gaussian for example.

Later, in the create process for a multiclass SVM, we apply

the one-against-all method. This method tries to define a

set of binary classifiers (hyperplanes), separating each class

from another, according to [19].

SVM provides a model that can be generalized princi-

pally for nonlinear feature spaces. Finally, the create pro-

cess ends when the SVM reaches a efficient configuration

for their parameters C and c. This setting enables accom-

modation to outliers and allows errors on the training set.

3 Related work

Currently, there are several contributions by using electro-

physiological signals for the classification of emotions. For

example, in [20] the authors propose a method to recognize

emotions via EEG signals. In this way, they detect the

patient’s emotional states in an assisted living environment.

The authors decompose the EEG signal into five frequency

bands by using the wavelet transform. The average classifi-

cation accuracy obtained by the SVM classifier was 83.87%

for four types of emotions. In [21], works with EEG signals

and emotion recognition. This manuscript presents an aver-

age accuracy of 73.0% by using EEG features to classify two

emotional states. Another relevant contribution was pro-

posed in [22]. The authors use SVM and K-nearest neighbor

classifiers to detect the emotional states from the EEG fea-

tures. The best classification precision achieved by the pro-

posal is 84.05% for arousal and 86.75% for valence. In [23],

empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and the sampled

entropy for the generation of a classifier are used. These

approaches allow to build an initial multiclass SVM classi-

fier only using channels (F3 and C4). In [24], we improve

the [23] proposal by using the black hole algorithm to opti-

mize the feature vector of the SVM. Using MAHNOB HCI

Tagging database, we obtained an accuracy of 92.56%.

4 Proposed software for emotion
recognition

We have defined a highly extensible architecture (follow-

ing the 4?1 view model proposed by [25]). This is aimed

at developing a highly extensible application that can
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integrate multiple low-cost sensors. This generation was

based on what was developed in [26], and we have

extended our work to integrate two new types of EEG

(OpenBCI1 and MindWave2). Furthermore, the high-level

data flow following the application is illustrated in Fig. 2.

First, data are captured either from the Kinect sensor

(given that it inherits the capabilities of [26]), or the EEG

OpenBCI or MindWave. Later, in the application, these

data are processed through various training models, in this

case autonomous search (AS) for the detection of emotions,

to then be able to be recorded and classified either in a

centralized database (MySQL, PostgreSQL) or in

portable files which can be analyzed by other types of

tools.

Furthermore, the developed application possesses three

types of modules (input modules, training modules, and

general modules) (see Fig. 3):

In the case of the input modules that record the entire

scene, they can be enabled directly from the menu. How-

ever, for the input modules for a specific person, first a

person must be associated with a scene, creating one or

associating with one that already exists. Then, from the

modules menu, it is necessary to specifically activate each

person’s modules separately, as well as configure them

independently if additional configuration is needed.

Once the input sensors are enabled (a process that

should be completed prior to initiating recording), the

sensor will remain open in ‘‘Monitor’’ mode, in which live

data are shown, but are not recorded, stored, or processed.

The processing models should also be enabled from the

‘‘Modules’’ menu before starting the recording; no infor-

mation is collected or processed until recording is initiated.

Once recording is initiated, View brings up the Recorder

controller component, which iterates the input modules by

activating the Record() method of each of the modules.

These types of data are interfaces contained in the project’s

API package; in this way, each module ‘‘knows’’ the pro-

cess modules that exist, and, rather, grants access to those

via a list of objects through the ‘‘DataAccessFacade,’’ a

property that all of the modules exhibit that are assigned

using dependency injection.

In general terms, upon initiating the recording, the

Recorder controller component orders the distinct input

modules (via the input module facade) to capture the scene

files (for reproduction later on) within the corresponding

folder. Furthermore, the component also sends the data

generated to the processing modules compatible with their

corresponding types of data. These modules, which are

inherited from a common class, are accessed through the

processing module facade and implement an interface for

each input module with which they are compatible.

These modules complete a specific process and store

the data in main memory via data management and val-

idations, which, after stopping recording, store the data in

the database through a Data Access Object (DAO) com-

ponent. We designed this in order to optimize the exe-

cution given the large quantity of data generated in real

time.

After recording is stopped, the scene is stored in a

common database, remaining in playback mode. Upon

initiating playback through PlayerController, the data

from the scene are obtained from the PlayerController of

each input module through InputModuleFacade; these

data are sent to View. View supports a video player and

images (independent of the technology) of two overlap-

ping layers, and to which each input module can add

specific tabs to show their data types; this is known as

injecting views.

View can also invoke the FileController driver to export

and import external files, which communicates with the

data validation and management module for obtaining and

inserting from or to the database.

Alternatively, a third type of module exists. These are

general modules that can be active at any given time of

execution, regardless of the current state of the application.

It is important to emphasize that the input modules do

not insert data into the database and only read data con-

cerning the configuration directories in order to maintain a

highly consistent structure in terms of roles and responsi-

bilities. This means that input modules do not interfere

with the data model or the rest of the application; rather,

they only capture data and provide them. Processing

Fig. 2 High-level data flow scheme

1 https://openbci.com/.
2 http://neurosky.com/biosensors/eeg-sensor/biosensors/.
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modules write modal data (intervals, charts, and fixes), but

do not delete or modify data. This was done to avoid

corrupted data, because as mentioned above, these data will

be stored in main memory while they are being captured

and will only be stored in the chosen database chosen after

the recording is complete.

The general modules can perform four basic operations

to the database (create, read, update, and delete). These

modules serve to extend the application and do not depend

on the state of it, but can always run. These are useful for

tasks such as training models and other ancillary works.

This way of accessing the data is assured because each

class of the data management and validation module

implements a certain interface, which is accessible to dif-

ferent modules in a differentiated way.

To finish, it is important to emphasize that a public

application programming interface (API) has been gener-

ated and the application becomes available in a Git

repository that more students could have green, so that it is

used and modified by the community in general.

4.1 Main features of the proposed application

In terms of features, the developed application follows the

schematic presented in Fig. 4.

In particular, the developed application exhibits the

following features:

– Principal: main window that opens upon initiating the

program: contains four tabs and a top menu that

accesses all program options.

1. Graph: main window tab where graphics in two

dimensions (points) of the events saved by each

person (for a scene in playback mode) can be

viewed.

2. Player: main window tab that has a player for video

and images and buttons to record, pause, and stop,

in addition to displaying the total and current time

(in recording mode, the total time is–:–:–while

recording).

3. Summary: main window tab showing two

tables with the summary of each of the events

and intervals saved by each person.

Fig. 3 Orchestration of main

services
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4. Intervals: main window tab displaying graphs of

intervals saved by each person (being able to add

more in addition to selecting person, type, and sub-

type).

– Menu: upper menu in the app

– Help: menu with help items.

– User manual: opens the user manual in PDF format.

• Developer documentation: opens the developer

documentation (auto-generated reference) in

HTML format in the default browser.

• About us: window that shows the logotype and

authors, together with a copyright notice.

– Export: menu with options for exporting the scene

or scene data.

– To file: window for exporting the scene, being able

to export the database only or all data associated

with the scene, in addition to selecting the route and

name of the file.

• To CSV: sub-menus that allow saving three

predefined queries in CSV format: summary of

intervals (similar to the summary table in the

main window tab), detail of all intervals, and

detail of all events.

• To report in PDF: sub-menu for generating and

saving reports in PDF format with graphs and

events summary.

• Report of the scene: generates and saves in a file

(one selects path and name) the data for the

whole scene, with a general initial section of

summary of the whole scene, and then broken

down by each participating person.

• Report of the person: generates and saves a PDF

file (one selects path and name), with the report

data of a specific person from among the

participants in the scene (one selects the person).

– Scene: menu with options relative to the scene

currently open/in use.

• All person: window in which a list of all the

people that exist in all the scenes saved in the

database appears, with options to create a new

one (only available if there is a scene in use in

monitor mode), to edit the data of a person, and

to assign an already existing person to the

current scene (same as above, available in

monitor mode).

• Edit person: window for editing the data of a

person, with a reminder showing the photograph,

and options for name, sex, date of birth, etc.

Fig. 4 Application features
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• Add person: window to create a person, with a

reminder showing their photograph, and fields

for name, sex, and date of birth.

• Configure scene: window for editing the fields of

the scene (only available in monitor mode)

• Persons in scene: sub-menu with people that are

currently in the scene, and rapid access to be

able to edit and/or see their personal data.

– File: menu with options for opening or managing

the scene currently in use.

• New scene: window for editing the fields of a

new scene to be created.

• Import: open a dialogue box for selecting a

scene file (with a database only or with all data

in format .leikelen)

• Save: save the current scene with all its data.

• Load test scene: load a scene with random

dummy data.

• All scenes: window that shows all the scenes and

permits selecting them, opening them, and

eliminating them (one or multiple at a time).

• Configure scene: window for editing the fields of

a scene.

– Edit: menu with options and general configurations

of the application:

• Language: sub-menu for selecting language. By

default, language is set to auto, which detects the

language of the system and selects the most

adequate among the languages in the application

(or the by default, which is English).

• Player: sub-menu for activating and deactivating

the layers of the player (layer 1 for image and

layer 2 for typical framework).

• Preferences: window with tabs for changing the

general options of the application.

• General: tab with generic options of the

application such as name of data directory or

maximum number of points in graphs of

events to implement decimation.

• Database: tab with options for connection to

the distinct databases that the applications

support.

• Configure database: opens window of prefer-

ences with the tab of the database opened

simultaneously.

– Modules: menu with all modules displayed.

• General modules: sub-menu with general mod-

ules as extension of the application.

• Posture configuration: window that lists all

existing postures and permits adding, editing,

and eliminating. Add posture: window for

adding a posture with its name, description,

type, and route.

• Train emotion detector: window for selecting

files for training.

• Emotion detection configuration parameters:

window for configuring the configuration

parameters using the training algorithm for

detection of emotions.

• Input modules for scene: sub-menu with mod-

ules that deliver data from the entire scene (or

various people at the same time):

• Kinect v2: input sensor that uses Kinect v2

(from Xbox One). Option for enabling this

sensor.

• Input modules for person: sub-menu with

input modules that deliver data from a single

person specifically.

• MindWave: low-cost EEG MindWave that

delivers data of attention and focus, in

addition to raw signal.

• OpenBCI: EEG used for investigation with

eight channels and high-quality electrodes

(although they can cause pain). Emotion

detection configuration parameters: window

for configuring the parameters of configura-

tion used for the training algorithm for the

detection of emotions. Configure positions of

OpenBCI: window to configure and assign

the positions in which the electrodes are

positioned, using the 20–10 or 10–10 system.

• Processing modules: sub-menu with processing

modules that generate calculations of sensor data

and save events or intervals.

• Emotion detection with EEG: classifier of

emotions with EEG that classifies in one of

four quadrants (uses EEG).

• Voice: Detects when a person is talking (uses

kinect).

• Posture detector: classifiers that detect events

and samples intervals of the postures of each

person.

• Head angle: calculates the angle in which the

head looks in relation to the neck and back

• Shoulder angle: calculates the angle that the

shoulders form with the sternum.

• Accurate proxemic: calculates the proxemic

(distance between participants) using the

total smallest distance between their bodies.
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• Proxemic: calculates the proxemic (distance

between participants) using the distance

between the central points of their torsos.

In Fig. 5 we present some interfaces of the proposed

software with AS for the emotion recognition.3

5 Autonomous approach for emotion
recognition

In this section, we present the autonomous search approach

and its integration with the bat algorithm.

5.1 Autonomous search

The metaheuristics are not a an exact science that given the

same input, will have the same output. Generally, their

behavior is controlled by random occurrences and by set of

adjustable parameters, whose modification makes uncertain

changes in the quality of the solution. Finding the optimal

value for these parameters can be an optimization problem

by itself that normally involves tedious and lengthy tests of

different values. For this reason, researchers are impulsed

to develop automated ways to tune the parameters in an

optimal way, setting the foundations of autonomous

search [27].

Autonomous search (AS) [28, 29] is a system that has

the ability to modify the internal components of the algo-

rithm when it is exposed to external forces and opportu-

nities, with the objective of improving the performance of

the algorithm in the resolution of problems, and to achieve

this, adapts the search strategies according to the charac-

teristics of the problem.

The main purpose of this technique is to improve the

performance of the algorithm. This improvement can be

measured in terms of the reduction of solving time, the

number of iterations needed to converge to the best solu-

tion, or by making the algorithm converge more consis-

tently to the global optimum. Successful works of this

approach solving different constraint satisfaction problems

can be seen in [30] and more recently in [31, 32].

5.2 Original bat algorithm

Bat algorithm has widely been used for solving optimiza-

tion and selection problems. When we studied the litera-

ture, we found successful works that apply this technique in

classification problems. For instance, in [33] the authors

describe how to use bat algorithm for finding the best

vector of features. Other work that applies this method can

be seen in [34]. In this manuscript, we can observe how to

select the ideal features on an unsupervised classification

process. In this work, we propose a variation of the bat

algorithm that integrates the ability to auto-adjust its

behavior during the run. The bat algorithm was proposed

by Xin-She Yang in 2010 and has had several applications

to date. For example, in [35], the authors use this method

to extract the best features that feed a super vector machine

model. In the area of wireless sensor networks, the bat

algorithm has been effective for the geographic allocation

of [36].

The original procedure of the algorithm is inspired by

the fascinating capacity of echolocation, a behavior that

certain species of bats possess. This behavior allows them

to differentiate their food or avoid obstacles in complete

darkness. To use echolocation, the micro-bats species that

possess this ability emit a signal through their sonar to

recognize positions of objects in their flight zone in order to

avoid possible collisions and to be able to feed on insects or

any type of detected prey. Figure 6 illustrates the behavior

of micro-bats utilizing their sonar.

To design the procedure, Yang defined three simple

rules that should be followed for the sake of the general-

ization of the method:

1. All species of bats possess the characteristics of

echolocation for measuring distance and determining

the difference between prey and an obstacle.

2. The flight of a bat is random. The velocity is controlled

by vi and the position is represented by xi. The

File                 Tools                        Scene          Help

Player            Inervals        Graphs         Scene      Sensor EEG OpenBCI (User 1)Pla
Use Internal Emotion Classifier

Training Cancel

Examine
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High arousal, Low valence

High arousal, Low valence

Back Accept

Channel  1

Channel  2

Channel  3

Channel  4

Channel  5

Channel  6

Channel  7

Channel  8

EEG PlacementPla

File File

Fig. 5 Proposed software that supports the emotion recognition

3 https://github.com/leikelen-team/Leikelen/releases/tag/v1.2.0.
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frequency of sonar fi is defined initially A0 and varies

in accordance with the wavelength and loudness. The

value of wavelength (frequency) can be adjusted

through the emission of pulse (sonar) by the bat. This

ratio of emission of pulse ri varies between 0 and 1,

depending on the proximity of the object.

3. Although the loudness can vary in many ways, it is

assumed that it changes from a very high positive value

A0 to a low constant value Amin.

The procedure that describes this method is shown in

Fig. 7.

Initially, the population of bats is positioned in a random

manner in the search space after randomly defining their

velocities. The input parameters are then initialized,

defining the values for population size, the maximum and

minimum frequencies, and the stop criterion, in this case,

the maximum quantity of generations (iterations). The next

step is to evaluate the solutions generated and choose the

best of these. In the iterative step, the algorithm evaluates

the stop criterion. As long as it is not fulfilled, the method

attempts to improve the generated solutions by adjusting

the frequency then updating the speed and position of each

bat. This process is guided by Eqs. (1), (2), and (3).

fi ¼ fmin þ ðfmax � fminÞb ð1Þ

viðtÞ ¼ v1ðt � 1Þ þ ðx� � xiðtÞÞfi ð2Þ

xiðtÞ ¼ xiðt � 1Þ þ viðtÞ ð3Þ

In Eq. (1), b is a value randomly generated starting from a

random distribution and permits varying the frequency in a

non-deterministic manner. In Eq. (2), the unknown variable

x� represents the best position (solution) encountered to this
point and is utilized for measuring the difference in position

toward the solution xiðtÞ in the iteration t. The new velocity

viðtÞ is updated starting from the difference in position and

the previous velocity viðt � 1Þ. Finally, the new position in

Eq. (4) is obtained starting from the previous position xiðt �
1Þ and the updated velocity viðtÞ.

In the next step, the pulse radius of each bat is evaluated.

If there is a higher intensity sonar than that of the current

bat, it will try to move toward it. This is known as

exploration. To do this, the algorithm evaluates whether the

pulse ri is overcome by a random value and thus generates

a new local solution close to the best solution. This

mechanism operates under the random walk scheme de-

scribed in Eq. (4), where � is a random value and �AðtÞ
represents the average volume of all the solutions in the

instance t.

xnew ¼ xold þ � �AðtÞ ð4Þ

Finally, if the new solution overcomes the best global

solution, it is accepted as the best solution, the pulse radius

is increased, and the volume is decreased. Formally, these

actions are carried out through Eqs. (5) and (6).

t-1
Vi=3

t
Vi=3

X i=3
t-1

V i=2
t-1

V i=2
t

X i=2
t-1

V i=2
t-1

V i=1
t

X i=1
t

X i=2
t

X i=1
t-1

X i=3
t
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X i=3
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X i=2
t 2

X i=1
t-2

Fig. 6 Echolocation features of

micro-bats
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AiðtÞ ¼ Aiðt � 1Þ þ aAiðtÞ ð5Þ

riðtÞ ¼ rið0Þ½1� expct� ð6Þ

In spite of being used frequently, the bat algorithm pre-

sents the problem of finding the best configuration of values

for its input parameters. This task is complex and can be seen

as an optimization problem in itself. Some works present

external tools for the [37] algorithm to determine the best

configuration. However, the majority of the time is spent in

running and collecting enough information to define the best

values. This activity is costly and requires an expert user to

run and adjust each value. Although it is viable, it is ineffi-

cient because the values found do not guarantee to be useful

for all instances of the same problem.

5.3 Improved bat algorithm

Autonomous search is a particular case of self-adaptive

systems. Its main objective is to improve the process of

solving a problem, modifying its internal components when

exposed to external changes or opportunities [29].

The autonomous search technique can be analyzed

through performance indicators that measure the behavior

of its internal components. These correspond mainly to

algorithms involved in the search process: heuristics,

inferences, exploration process, and exploitation process,

among others. External components drive changes through

information evolution. This information is taken directly

from the problem, for example the exact or estimated

search space size, number of subproblems to be resolved,

quantity of enumeration attempts, or indirectly through the

perceived efficiency of the individual components, such as

the ability to exploit or explore initially unpromising

regions.

Taking advantage of the flexibility provided by auton-

omous search, we propose an improvement to the bat

algorithm to enhance the exploration process of promising

regions when it is quickly converging or trapped in local

Fig. 7 Process flow for the bat algorithm
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optimums. In particular, we include a routine that adjusts at

run time the bat population (number of solutions) accord-

ing to the performance displayed by the algorithm. The

idea is inspired by the probability of change of chromo-

somes into the genetic algorithm [38, 39].

The procedure that describes the autonomous search

behavior is shown in Fig. 8.

6 Results and discussion

Firstly, the software implements a run-time classifier to the

emotion recognition. The proposed architecture supports

the integration of new components in plug and play mode.

The main idea is using this tool in real learning environ-

ment in order to facilitate the skill’s development. This is

because the emotional aspects play a critical role in

learning processes. Initially, the implemented software

receives an EEG signal to be processed. Then, we

decompose the signal by using the empirical model

decomposition (EMD) [40]. We have used this technique

because it allows softening the signals and decreasing

noise, which is especially useful in physiological signals.

Next, we calculate features via the autonomous bat algo-

rithm as shown in Fig. 9. However, when the emotions are

analyzed is in off-line mode, it is possible to add passband

filter. For the reconstruction of the beta band, we used low-

pass and high-pass Butterworth filters [24]. Signals were

filtered using a third-order bandpass Butterworth filter with

a cutoff frequency of 12.5 and 30 Hz and the resonant

frequency equal to 0.1 Hz [41].

According to data acquisition, this paper mainly takes

four categories of emotions into account. Consider the

Russell’s circumplex model of emotions dividing into four

quadrants (high and low present values greater or equal to 5

and lower than 5, respectively).

In the following, we design and implement a variation of

the bat algorithm which includes an autonomous parameter

Algorithm 1 Adaptive approach for the population size parameter (popSize)
1: objective function z(x), x = x1, . . . , xpopSize .
2: initialize the bat population: velocity vi and position xi, (∀ i = 1, 2, . . . , popSize).
3: define pulse frequency fi at xi, (∀ i = 1, 2, . . . , popSize).
4: initialize pulse rates ri and the loudness Ai, (∀ i = 1, 2, . . . , popSize).
5: calculate the fitness each bat (solutions) by using the objective function.
6: find the global best solution.
7: while the termination conditions are not met. do
8: if original bat algorithm is trapped in a local optimum (stagnation) then
9: calculate the probability of change prob ← cost(gBest)−cost(xworst)

cost(xi)
10: nBats ← roundup(popSize × prob)
11: rand ∼ U [0, 1]
12: if rand > prob then
13: for all bat xi, (∀ i = 1, 2, . . . , nBat) do
14: xi ← gBest+ ¯A(t)
15: end for
16: popSize ← popSize+ nBats
17: else
18: {remove nBats latest solutions.}
19: {generate nBats random solutions.}
20: end if
21: end if
22: for all bat xi, (∀ i = 1, . . . , popSize) do
23: generate new solutions through the equations (1), (2) and (3).
24: if ri < rand then
25: {exploration process}
26: randomly select a solution among the best solutions.
27: generate a local solution around the best solution by Eq. (4).
28: end if
29: if rand < Ai and z(xi) < z(x̂) then
30: {exploitation process}
31: accept the new solutions.
32: increase ri and reduce Ai, via equations (6) and (5), respectively.
33: end if
34: end for
35: end while
36: return ranking of solutions and show the current best.
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setting during the run for improving the multiclass classi-

fication performance. The defined classes for the classifier

are: high arousal/high valence, high arousal/low valence,

low arousal/low valence, and low arousal/high valence.

For our computational experiments, we use tenfold

cross-validation for testing the algorithm. The weight SVM

with Gaussian kernel involves the penalty parameter C

(complexity) as well as the kernel parameter to be opti-

mized. The main idea is finding the best values for both

parameters. Then, we compute our gold standard sample

entropy (SampEn) for comparing our proposal. To calcu-

late SampEn values, we only consider the first four calls to

the intrinsic mode functions (IMF). Thus, we seen that the

embedded dimension m varies between 1 and 2, and the

probability of similarity on two simultaneous datasets is

between 0.1 and 0.25. Table 1 summarizes the used initial

parameter for all experiments.

Finally, the performance of the proposed solution was

experimentally evaluated by using three different emotion

databases: DEAP, MAHNOB HCI Tagging, and eNTER-

FACE [42]. Their sample sizes are 458, 266, 260, and 296,

respectively.

After running 31 times with 100 iterations each one, we

can guarantee that the improved version of the approximate

method is technique robustness, and it is appropriated to be

used as an optimizer for the super vector machine. For

instance, SampEn for DEAP database generates an error

close to 25%. For self-database, the accuracy given by

autonomous proposal is close to 95%. The original version

of the bat algorithm exhibits a good performance also with

a accuracy of 93%. Now, if we consider the classification

results for MAHNOB HCI Tagging database, we can again

see that our autonomous approach is more effective than

the original version and far surpasses SampEn. Here, for

SampEn we obtained an variable error between 20 and

25%, an error close to 6% given by the original bat algo-

rithm. For the autonomous bat, we obtained an accuracy

overcomes 95%. Finally, if the exhibited performance of

the methods is analyzed for eNTERFACE database, we can

observe that the autonomous approach is again better than

SampEn and it exhibits a similar behavior with the original

bat algorithm. SampEn achieves an error close to 25%, and

the original bat algorithm and its autonomous version, both

reach a 96% of accuracy. This shows that using a

Fig. 8 Process flow for the autonomous bat algorithm
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classification approach improved by a bio-inspired tech-

nique is a better alternative than the traditional way of

using the sample entropy calculation.

Charts in Fig. 10 show the minimum values, maximum

values, in addition to the average and medium values of 31

runs along with 100 iterations, for the three databases.

While it is true that there is no significant difference
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Fig. 9 Proposed method using autonomous search approach integrated to the bat algorithm

Table 1 Parameter setting to the entropy and the autonomous search bat algorithm

Section Component Description Value

Data selection Number of sessions Emotion elicitation trials 563

Frequency Each second has 128 samples or values 128 Hz

Frame To classify each frame, it lasts 9 s, without overlapping 9 s

Sample entropy N Number of samples 128 samples

m Embedded dimension 2

r Probability of similarity on two simultaneous datasets 0.15

Empirical mode decomposition Order Number of calls to the IMFs [40] 4

Autonomous bat algorithm n Number of bats (solutions) 30

fmin Minimum frequency 0.75

fmax Maximum frequency 1.25

a Positive constant 0.9

c Positive constant 0.9

� Positive constant 0.9

T Maximum iterations 100

Miscellaneous – Runs of the approximate approach 30

– Number of used cores (processors) 8
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between the original version and the autonomous version

for the bat algorithm, in the classification process a dis-

tance higher than 1% is very important. In this case, the

autonomous bat algorithm works better than its traditional

way.

Independent of the databases used, at the beginning the

algorithm generates randomly solutions (before the first

iteration) and the errors rates for the best solutions vary

between 12 and 21%, approximately. The reported average

value is very close to 15% and the median value exceeds

16%. At the end of iterations, these values are improved

reaching an standard deviation (blue line in the chart) equal

to interquartile range (brown line in the chart), and both in

zero. The performance of the approximate algorithms is

always exhibited after 10% iterations. In this point,

interquartile range is equal to 0, and it indicates the best

value has been achieved very early. With respect to stan-

dard deviation, we can note that the behavior is similar to

the previous analysis but begins from 20% of iterations.

Finally, it is possible to conclude that our autonomous

approach inspired by the bio-sonar of bats provides the

ability to optimize the input parameters of SVM in order to

find the best accuracy in low time period. The final result

for accuracy was 95.04% that it is dramatically better than

the average calculated by using a standard approach

although the entropy factor. In this case, the median value

is lower than 75%.

7 Conclusions

Emotions are a critical aspect of human behavior. In fact,

the emotions have been subject to scientific research for

more than a century. One of the areas that have a crucial

importance is in the cognitive processes, in particular how

they can affect the learning of people.

Given the importance of emotions in cognitive pro-

cesses, in this work, we present the design and imple-

mentation of software to support the emotions recognition

by using a low-cost EEG (OpenBCI). For the emotions

recognition, a hybrid method was used. This method uses

an autonomous approach with the bat algorithm. Autono-

mous search is a modern approach used in metaheuristics

to solve the parameter setting problem. The main idea is

using the improved bat algorithm for boosting the classi-

fication process led by the SVM.

To validate our approach, we use an open database that

had 563 sessions. After several tests, the results show that

our approach reaches an 95% accuracy.

Given the results obtained, we believe that our approach

contributes to two aspects. The first is related to scalable

architecture with usable software that allows the detection

of emotional states. On the other hand, we also believe that

the development of a bio-inspired method for the emotions

recognition contributes to the state of the art. This result

shows that our work is a real and trustworthy alternative in

the signal classification for the emotion recognition.

Finally, as future work, we plan to carry out tests with

several databases as well as use the proposed software in

real environments and thus confirm the importance of our

contribution [43, 44].
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